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Some Airplane Stories:
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E Barton Airplanes*
E Barton Airport
E GAY Li le plane
E Gutman Lisa’s Airplane Trip*
E HUBBELL Airplanes : Soaring! Diving! Turning!
E LONDON A plane goes ka‐zoom!
E Rockwell I Fly*
E ROGERS Going on an airplane
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“Li le Airplane” (Tune of: “I’m A Li le Teapot”)
I'm a li le airplane, (raise arms at sides to shoulders.)
Now watch me fly!
(They spin one of arms in front as if it were a propeller)
Here are my instruments
From down low to up high.
(With other arm, reach from the ground to above heads.)
First I get revved up. (make engine noises)
Then I can fly, (raise arms to shoulders)
Li ing oﬀ the runway (start walking forward)
Up into the sky!
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‐Pretend to be airplanes flying! Making your own flying
sound eﬀects are encouraged!
‐Set up some chairs to look like seats on an airplane.
Pretend to be diﬀerent people on the airplane like pi‐
lot, flight a endant, etc. If you’d like, make your own
costumes using clothes and accessories you already
have.
‐Go on an airplane “scavenger hunt” and see if you can
find a plane in the sky or the white lines that show
where airplanes have been. If you can’t find any planes,
look for birds and talk about how birds and planes are
alike.
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Early Literacy Tip:
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Allow yourself the freedom to read your child’s favor‐
ite books over and over again if they ask you to.
Make it more enjoyable for you and helpful for them
by changing how you read it every me. One me,
speak in a funny voice, another me use a puppet!
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